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ABSTRACT 
U. Hirzebruch [2] has generalized the Tits’ construction of Lie algebras by Jordan algebras [6, 
also cf. 3, 51 to Jordan triple systems. We show that Hirzebruch’s construction of Lie algebras by 
Jordan triple systems is still valid for generalized Jordan triple systems of second order due to I.L. 
Kantor [4]. Next, for a given generalized Jordan triple system Jof second order, it is shown that the 
direct sum vector space J@J becomes a generalized Jordan triple system of second order with 
respect to a suitable product, from which we can essentially obtain the same one as the generali- 
zation of Hirzebruch’s construction. 
1. Let us assume that all vector spaces considered in this paper are finite 
dimensional and the characteristic of the base field is different from 2 or 3. A 
generalized Jordan triple system J of second order is a vector space with 
trilinear product {xyz} satisfying 
(1) vJx,Y),u~, VII = U{XYU), VI - uu, {YXV)) 
and 
(2) wK%Y)K VI - uv, W(x,Y) - m,YM% v) = 0, 
where L(x, y) : z-{xyz} and K(x, y) : z-’ {xzy} - (yw}. A Jordan triple system 
is a generalized Jordan triple system of second order such that K vanishes 
identically. 
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Let W be a two-dimensional vector space with a symmetric non-zero bilinear 
form ( , ). According to [2], W becomes a Jordan triple system with respect to 
the product defined by 
{abc} : = (a,b)c+ (c,b)a- (a,c)b. 
REMARK 1. We see easily that in the Jordan triple system W, the form ( , ) 
is non-degenerate if and only if W is simple. 
For a, b E W, linear endomorphisms of W are defined as follows: 
1(&b) : c+{abc},m(a,b) : c+{acb},t(a,b) : c+(c,b)a-(c,a)b. 
Then, m is symmetric and t is skew-symmetric relative to their arguments. 
LEMMA 1. For I, m and t defined above, it holds that 
(9 4~ bM(c, d) = m(c, d)W, 4, 
(ii) mW(s W, 4 = m@, Wc, 4, 
(iii) m(a, b)m(c, d) = I@, c)l(b, d), 
(iv) m(u, b)t(c, d) + t(c, d)m(a, b) = 0, 
09 tk bM(c, 4 = m(t(a, NC, 4 = MC, t(a, bh-4, 
(vi) m(a, b)m(c, d) + m(c, d)m(a, b) = 2(m(u, b)c, d)idw. 
PROOF. (i): From [2, p. 4571, {{dec}ba} = (c(edb}a} or {ab{ced}} = 
= {a{ bde}c}, i.e., f(u, b)m(c, d) = m(a, c)l(b, d), hence, /(a, b)m(c, d) = 
= m(c, a)l(b, d) = l(c, b)m(a, d) = l(c, b)m(d, a) = m(c, d)l(b, a). (ii): From 
{ {acb}ed) = {b{cae}d}, m({acb}, d) = m(b,d)f(c, a) = l(b, c)m(d, a) = 
= l(b, c)m(a, d) = m(b, a)l(c, d), hence (ii) follows. (iii) follows from [2, (3)]. (iv) 
is proved using (i) since t(c, 6) = f(c, d) - (c, d)idw. (v) is proved similarly. (vi) 
follows from (iii) and [2, (3), (4)]. 
LEMMA 2. For the Jordan triple system Wand any generalized Jordan triple 
system J of second order, define a trilinear product on WQ J as 
(&3x, WY, CQz) = {W 0 {XYZ) 
for a, b, c E W and x, y, z E J. Then W@ J becomes a generalized Jordan triple 
system of second order. 
PROOF. It is proved in [2, Lemma] that this product satisfies (1). Define an 
endomorphism K(a@x, b@y) in W@ J by 
W@x,bQ~)(cQz): = {aOx,cOz,b@y} - {b@y,c@z,a@x}, 
then we have 
Wd3x, bQy) = m(u, b)OK(x,y) 
and (2) follows from Lemma 1 (i) and (ii). 
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LEMMA 3. Let J be a generalized Jordan triple system of second order with 
product {xyz}, then J is a Lie triple system with respect to a product 
[XYZI: = W,y)z: = (LkY) - LCYJ) + mYN(z). 
For proof, we refer [I]. 
Let %I be a vector space spanned by {D(a@x, b@y): =f(a, b)@L(x,y)- 
-I(b,a)@LCy,x)+m(a,b)@K(x,y) 1 a,bE W, x,y~J}. Then, Ib is the Lie 
algebra of inner derivations of the Lie triple system W@ J and a@ W@ J 
becomes the standard enveloping Lie algebra of the Lie triple system WQJ. 
More generally, following [2], put 
DerW:={DIDEEndQ, [D,L(x,Y)I=L(Dx,Y)+L(x,DY)), 
9JW = {B 1 BE End 6% 14 UX,Y)I = L@x,Y) - L(x,BY)), 
‘9: a vector space spanned by (m(a, b)@K(x,y) la, bE W, x,y~ J}. We can 
find an endomorphism T of W such that t(a, b) =a(a, b)T where a(a, b) is a 
skew-symmetric form on W. Then, any element of id&Der (J), T@!IQ(J) or 
% is a derivation of the Lie triple system W@J, and we have the following 
THEOREM 1. The vector space (id&Der (J) + T@!YU?(J) + %)@I W@ J has a 
structure of Lie algebra which contains the standard enveloping Lie algebra as a 
subalgebra. And, id&Der(J) + T@%R(J) + % is a Lie subalgebra satisfying the 
following commutator relations: 
[I?, f!l cl, ri?, mm] cm, P, %I CR 
[rn, rn]c& [k-m, rnlc!x, P?, mcca+!xJ?, 
where I: = idw@Der (J) and 9X: = T@YJl(J). 
PROOF. We shall only prove the last two relations. For BE !!Jl(J), using 
Lemma 1 (iv), we have [t(a, b)@B, m(c, d)@K(u, v)] = t(a, b)m(c, d)@(BK(u, v) + 
+K(u, v)B), which is an element of !I? from Lemma 1 (v) and a relation 
BK(u, v) + K(u, v)B = K(Bu, v) + K(u, Bv), hence [9X, !II] C ‘8. 
For any m(a, b)@K(x, y), m(c, d)@K(u, v) E %, using Lemma 1 (vi), 
[m(s b)QK(x,y), m(c, d)QW, VII= m@, W(c, 40Wk~Mu, VI + 
+K(u, W(X,Y)) - % (acb}, d)ihvQW, W(X,Y), 
which can be rewritten as 
~{acb),d~~dwQ[K~x,y),~~~,~~l+a({acb},d)~O~~~~,~~~~~,~~+ 
+ m, WkY)h 
using a relation m(a, b)m(c, d) = ( { acb}, d)idw + a( { acb}, d)T. Therefore, 
[m(a, b)@K(x, y), m(c, d)@K(u, v)] E idw@Der(J) + T@!JJl(J) by using the re- 
lations 
fw,Y)K(U, v) = UJa,Y)U, v) - um,Y)% u) 
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and 
m, W(x,Y) + w, &GYP) - w, m,Y)u) = 0 
[7, p. 75 Theorem: (xviii), (xix)], hence we have [V?, %J ~2 +9.X. 
REMARK 2. In Theorem 1, the vector space idw@Der (J) + T@!IR(J) + (37 is 
not direct sum as a vector space in general. For example, let J be a nilpotent Lie 
algebra with product [x,yJ such that J4 f(O), JS = (0) where JI: = J and 
J,: = [Jn- I, J] and define a triple product [xyz]: = [[x,y],z] in J, then J is a 
generalized Jordan triple system of second order such that K(x,y) = L(x,y). Let 
L(x,y) be a non-trivial left multiplication of J, then 
Assume the form ( , ) on W is degenerate, then we can choose a basis {er,ez} 
of Wsuchthat (er,el)#O, (ez,ez>=(er,ez)=O. Weseethat 
and 
m(el,a)@L(x,y) = - T@a(el,dL(x,y)E T@%J?(J)n%, 
which shows that the sum T@%V(J) + 8 is not direct. 
Assume that the form ( , ‘> on W is non-degenerate, and let {er, a) be a 
basisof Wsuch that (er,er)#O, (a,a)#O, (er,a)=O. Thenitisshown that 
linear endomorphisms idw, T, m(ei, ei) and m(el, a) are linearly independent, 
therefore the vector space idw@Der (J) + T@tm(J) + 8 is a direct sum. 
2. Let J be a generalized Jordan triple system of second order. An element 
xi 0x2 of the direct sum vector space J@ J is denoted as Xl 
0 
in a matrix form 
x2 
and define a triple product in JO J as 
where a, p, y are elements of the base field. 
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THEOREM 2. For any generalized Jordan triple system J of second order, 
the product defined above is a generalized Jordan triple product of second 
order on J@J. 
PROOF. By straightforward calculations we see that 
( 
U&Y) 0 
> ( 
W(x,Y) /mx,Y) 0 - /-wX,Y) 
0 WY) ’ -(w&Y) 0 > ( ’ ca%Y) &5(-%Y) > 
satisfy (1). Since a left multiplication in J@J is expressed as a sum of matrices 
of these types, the relation (1) is proved. Similarly, (2) is proved by using a 
relation: 
aK(xl, Y 1) - PK(xz, ~2) 
= 2yK(x2, ~2) + aK(x1, ~2) + aK(x2, Y 1) 
~YKCQYI) +/3Kh1,~2) +PK(x2,~1) 
- aK(xl, yl) + /3K(xz,yz) > * 
We denote the generalized Jordan triple system J@J of second order in 
Theorem 2 by .&a, p, y). 
3. Let {et, ez} be a basis of the vector space W stated in 0 1 such that 
(er,et)#O, (et,ez)=O. Put a:=(el,er) and /k=(ez,ti). For elements 
a= aleI + am E W, XE J, define a linear map f of W@ J into a generalized 
Jordan triple system J(a, /3, 0) of second order byf(a@x): = alx@aW, then we 
see that f is an isomorphism. Hence, we have the 
THEOREM 3. W@Ja.&, 8, 0). 
REMARK 3. When the base field is algebraically closed, we have W@Je 
zJ(l, 1,0) or J(l,O,O). 
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